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ABSTRACT:
The design of cities and transport networks once paid little, or no, attention to the impacts of human
development on the underlying health of the natural environment. However 21st century transport
networks must be more “sustainable” with less impact on the natural world. This paper reviews a
general continuum of urban transport modes and right-of-way configurations considering trade-offs
in speed, capacity and sustainability. The right-of-way continuum ranges from fully controlled
lanes for highways and rapid transit to mixed traffic with non-motorized modes and mass transit
sharing street space with private automobiles. All modes tend to offer superior speed, capacity and
safety when segregated on rights of way used by vehicles of similar speed, braking and
maneuverability characteristics. The authors recommend embracing the full range of modes and
right of way configurations to promote quality of life and environment using a hierarchy of modes,
“travelways” and land uses that avoids over-reliance on motorized modes, especially private
motorization, as a necessity to enjoy a high quality of urban life.
La conception des villes et des réseaux de transport ne prend pas ou peu en compte les impacts
qu’induit le développement humain sur l'environnement. Quoiqu’il en soit au 21e siècle les réseaux
de transport doivent être plus "durables" et avoir moins d'impact sur l'environnement. Ce document
passe en revue différents modes de transport urbain et leurs emprises et examine les compromis à
faire à chaque fois entre la vitesse, la capacité et la durabilité. L’éventail des emprises est large
allant des voies totalement dédiées (autoroutes et BRT) aux voies à trafic mixte où se côtoient des
modes doux, des transports publics et des voitures particulières. Tous les modes ont tendance à
offrir des vitesse, capacité et sécurité supérieures lorsque les mêmes emprises sont utilisées par des
véhicules aux caractéristiques identiques en terme de vitesse, maniabilité et freinage. Les auteurs, à
travers l’examen de toute la gamme des modes et emprises, recommandent de contribuer à
l’amélioration de la qualité de vie et de l'environnement en hiérarchisant les modes de transport, les
axes de déplacement et l'utilisation de l’espace et ainsi d'éviter une sur-dépendance aux modes
motorisés, et en particulier à la motorisation individuelle, ce qui est indispensable pour bénéficier
d'une meilleure qualité de vie en ville.

Background
It is widely understood that transport technology and urban form are inextricably intertwined. The
transport networks of ancient cities reflect an entirely pedestrian and equestrian scale. With the
advent of mechanized transport, the networks and scale of cities grew in the 19th century as more
dispersed travel was facilitated by trains and trams. The arrival of the automobile in the 20th
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century further accelerated the centrifugal impact of transport on city form, creating sprawl and
introducing unintended impacts on environmental quality and social integration. Cities expanding
in the 21st century have the opportunity to learn from the experiences of those cities born since the
rise of mechanized transport to improve balance and overall performance of the urban transport
network. The opportunities to plan cities with more balanced transport are greatest where cities and
urban populations are still developing.
� �� ���������� �� ����� �����

The span of Asia from Pakistan
eastward to China and southward
to Indonesia is among the least
urbanized regions of the world.
But that condition is rapidly
changing. Almost half of the 25
fastest growing cities in the world
lie in this rapidly developing
swath.
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Table 1
Asian Cities Among the World’s Fastest Growing Cities
Annual Growth
Urban Agglomeration
Country
2000-2005
1 Ansan
Korea
9.2%
2 Surat
India
6.2%
5 Songnam
Korea
5.5%
6 Faridabad
India
5.4%
7 Rajshahi
Bangladesh
5.3%
8 Kabul
Afghanistan
5.1%
14 Dhaka
Bangladesh
4.8%
16 Nashik
India
4.65
18 Patna
India
4.4%
22 Rajkot
India
4.3%
23 Jaipur
India
4.3%
25 Guiyang
China
4.2%

Until recently, the design of cities and transport networks paid little, or no, attention to the impacts
of human development on the underlying health of the natural environment. It was tacitly assumed
that the capacity of the earth to absorb our waste and provide us with resources is essentially
boundless. As human populations have skyrocketed we have recognized this fallacy and must now
plan development in a more sustainable manner mindful of the impacts that human activity can have
on the basic mechanics of the ecosystem. Twenty-first century cities and transport networks must
be more “sustainable” with less impact on the atmosphere and the balance of the natural world.
This sustainable condition may be easier to achieve in cities that are not yet fully established, when
compared with established cities born during the global motorization boom that occurred in the
second half of the 20th century.
This paper reviews a general continuum of urban transport modes available for the design of 21st
century cities considering trade-offs in speed, capacity and sustainability. Every mode comes with
a bundle of service, economic and environmental attributes that must be weighed in considering
how to shape and grow a workable and sustainable urban environment. The right of way continuum
ranges from fully controlled lanes for highways and rapid transit to operations in mixed traffic with
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non-motorized modes and mass transit sharing street space with private automobiles. New
investments in the developing world are expanding the envelope of speed and capacity for low cost,
low impact transport alternatives – especially bus rapid transit and non-motorized modes. The
paper recommends that developing cities employ the full range of urban transport modes in a
manner that promotes quality of life and environment for all persons living and working in
urbanized areas.
For the purposes of this paper “Developing Asia” is defined as the group of contiguous Asian
nations with HDI1 scores between 0.50 and 0.80. This creates a geographic region of approximately
20 million square kilometers with 3.4 billion inhabitants comprising 52% of the persons on earth.
In this region, the 100 largest cities have a combined population of almost 400 million people.
Urban transport in this region
��
contrasts markedly with the
��
���
balance of the earth (including
the
���
rest of the developing world) in
���
������� ����� ���������
the role played by motorbikes and
���� �����
bicycles in the urban transport
network. Urban travelers in the
���
���
���
Developing Asia make only 10%
of
���
trips by private automobile but
nearly one quarter by motorbike2.
������ ������ ����� ������� ����
Outside this region the motorbike
���
����� ������ �������
���
mode share is so low as to be
���������� �� �������������
������ ���������
statistically negligible. Latin
���
������� ����������
America urban transport is
���
dominated by shared public
���������� ����
������
����� �������
����� �������
modes. In North America, the car
is
king. In Europe, with many cities from the pre-industrial age, travel by non-mechanized modes is
greatest. Two in five urban trips in Europe are made by non-motorized means.
�
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Motorbikes pose interesting challenges in Developing Asia, that are not faced by the rest of world.
Motos comprise 95% of the nation’s private motor vehicle fleet in Vietnam, 84% in Asia, 76% in
Cambodia, 28% in Italy and only 4% in the United States (Perco 2008, World Bank). In the last
fifteen years the numbers of motorbikes per capita in many Developing Asian nations has doubled
(World Bank 2006 WDI). The vehicles are attractive as incomes of families in the region rise,
providing an affordable mobility option that is not otherwise available. They provide door-to-door
capability, unmatched navigability in congested road conditions, ease of parking, capacity for
passengers and luggage at low cost. Elsewhere, with the recent escalation of petroleum prices,
interest and use of motorbikes is growing worldwide.
Compared with automobiles, motorbikes offer superior maneuverability, braking and acceleration
that generally give their operators confidence to operate at higher speeds. Studies indicate that
1

The HDI (Human Development Index) is the United Nation’s short-hand indicator of overall national economic
development. Countries with an index over 0.800 are part of the High Human Development group. Between 0.500 and
0.800, countries are part of the Medium Human Development group and below 0.500 they are part of the Low Human
Development group. For more detail see: "Human Development Report 2005", United Nations Development
Programme. http://hdr.undp.org/en/
2
Figure 2 is based on an amalgam of sources employing data from 11 cities in Developing Asia, 12 in Europe, 4 in
Latin America and four sources for North America.
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Compared with automobiles, motorbikes offer superior maneuverability, braking and acceleration
that generally give their operators confidence to operate at higher speeds. Studies indicate that
motorbikes tend to operate at average speeds 10 kph faster than autos using the same streets and
roadways (Perco 2008). In mixed traffic with automobiles, each bike tends to use as much roadway
capacity as an auto at congestion levels above Level of Service F. But when roads are most
congested and traffic is slowed to crawl, motorbike speeds and throughput are much higher than
automobiles stuck in the same traffic.
The proliferation of two- and three-wheeled motorbikes has raised problems with air quality and
safety. Their two-cycle engines are inexpensive, easy to maintain, and make efficient use of fuel
but are not clean burning. The crashworthiness and stability of the vehicles are an obvious concern
that tends to dominate much of the urban transport literature concerning these vehicles.
Approximately one-quarter of urban trips in Developing Asia are made with non-motorized modes.
However, the fraction of non-motorized trips is generally decreasing where street space is scarce
and competition from proliferating motorized modes makes non-motorized travel less safe. Nonmotorized trips are especially vulnerable to displacement from mixed traffic streets. Public policies
in some cities have shifted in the last few decades to discourage some or all non-motorized modes 3 .
Increased motorization, in all nations, has tended to reduce the utility and availability of street
network space for non-motorized transport. As result, walking and cycling everywhere is much
more dangerous than it was a half a century ago. In Developing Asia, pedestrians and cyclists
account for the majority of road accident deaths despite the fact that they contribute the least to
them (Badami, 2007).
Walking is generally acknowledged as the most efficient mode of transport for trips of up to one
kilometer. When the travelers’ income is lower the efficient maximum distance increased.
Bicycling is most efficient for urban trips ranging from 0.5 to 5-7 kilometers (Replogle, 1992).
Once you own a bike, unlike public transport, it is generally free to use and four or five times faster
than walking.
Where large fractions of the populace have very low incomes, market circumstances encourage
networks of private cycle-cabs to thrive. The widespread use of cycle-rickshaws and bicycles
consumes a large fraction of transport network capacity in some cities, posing a problem for the
development mass transit modes that can serve higher volumes of travelers at higher speeds.
Conflicts between rapidly growing numbers of motorized travelers and slower bicyclists and cyclerickshaws for shared street space are an every day occurrence as motorized and non-motorized
vehicles increasingly battle on the city’s streets. Operators of automobiles, motorbikes, cycle-cabs
and bicycles aggressively compete for capacity creating a situation that is hardly conducive to
overall urban transport efficiency and
detrimental to basic social harmony.
With continuing motorization, and
consequent degradation of safety in the
use of non-motorized modes,
substantial reductions in the use of
these environmentally benign
conveyances should be expected unless
3

For instance, Jakarta, Hanoi, Dhaka,
Manila as cited in Padeco 1995.
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Urban Transport Investment Options
As cities in this region develop their urban transport networks, it is important to consider the full
range of feasible options.
Highway Capacity – Considerable research has developed to a well understood and generally
accepted corpus of knowledge on automobile roadway capacity. The capacity of any roadway is a
function of speed and volume. At higher volumes, speeds decrease in a classic backward bending
curve as illustrated in Figure 3. For a classic roadway, maximum capacity of 2,000
automobiles per lane is achieved ~50 kph.

Typical
Speed
(kph)
100+
92
87
75
50
<50

Table 2
Speed Capacity Relationships
for a Single Lane of Freeway
Maximum
Four-Person
Single Occupant
Average
Automobiles
Auto Occupancy
700
2,800
1,100
4,400
1,550
6,200
1,850
7,400
2,000
8,000
~2,500
~10,000

Table 2 provides rule-of-thumb data on speeds and
passenger volumes per lane for single
occupant and four-person automobiles moving in
stream on a single lane of freeway.
Roadway use by private automobiles is most efficient
where trip lengths are greater than five to seven
kilometers, trip origins and destinations are dispersed
and the density of land use is not great. The general
efficiency of urban automobile use is reduced for the
majority of travelers when automobile ownership is not

widespread.
Motorbike Capacity – Motorbikes share roadway space with automobiles. As noted earlier, at
higher speeds and lower volumes each bike tends to require as much roadway capacity as a car but
as speeds drop to 50 kph and below, the superior maneuverability of the motorbike allows each bike
to use less capacity as it makes its trip. However, no empirical measurements of this widely
accepted phenomena have been made. It seems likely that a single lane of roadway dedicated to
motorized two- and three-wheelers could accommodate at least 4,000 motorbikes per hour. The
authors are not aware of dedicated motorbike lanes in any urban setting.
Public Transportation Capacity – The capacity of public transport systems varies with vehicle
type and right of way. The seminal taxonomy of public transport systems was offered by Vukan
Vuchic in 1981 and is now routinely updated in the United States under the rubric of the Transit
Capacity and Quality of Service Manual. The taxonomy broadly classifies public transport modes
into three classes based on right of way.
A. Rapid Transit relies on a fully controlled right of way with no grade crossings, termed right of
way category A. Many, but not all rapid transit modes, use guideway systems to steer the
vehicles. They are characterized by the highest levels of speed, reliability, capacity, safety and
capital cost. Examples of rapid transit include: rail rapid transit (RRT), regional rail, (RER)
and busway rapid transit (BRT2)
B. Semirapid Transit operates on rights of way linearly separated from other traffic but crossing
the paths of other vehicles and pedestrians at grade crossings. This level of right of way is
termed category B. Semirapid transit is characterized by medium speed, reliability and
capacity. Examples of semirapid transit include: arterial bus rapid transit (BRT1) and light rail
(LRT). Semirapid transit is on a financial middle-ground between street transit and rapid transit
since it requires a reserved travel way but avoids the expense of grade separation when crossing
other roadways.
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C. Street Transit operates on streets in mixed traffic in what is referred to as right of way category
C. Street transit is characterized by relatively low speeds, low reliability and low capacity.
Examples of street transit modes include local buses (BUS), express buses operating in mixed
traffic, trackless trolleys (TRT) and street cars/trams (STC). The capital cost for street transit
generally do not include right of way and thus are less costly to develop and operate.
Due to the need for less specialized vehicles and infrastructure, the costs to implement and operate
bus-based systems are generally lower than rail-based services. The capital costs for bus rapid
transit systems lie in the range of one-quarter to one-tenth the cost of rail systems for many
comparable applications (Hossain, 2006).
Figure 4 shows the
speed and hourly
passenger
capacities that are
typically achieved
by
each
motorized
mode.
The
performance
of
automobiles
on
streets
and
freeways
are
shown
for
comparison
purposes.
Street
transit is generally
limited to delivered
speeds of 20 kph with maximum capacities of 15,000 passengers per lane hour. Semirapid transit
offers speeds up to 40 kph with maximum passenger flows of 20,000 persons per lane hour. Rapid
transit, including intercity trains, offers speeds up to 75 kph serving volumes up to 60,000
passengers per hour. But commercial velocities in the neighborhood of 40 kph and volumes of
25,000 passengers per hour are more typical for urban applications.
By comparison, Figure 4 estimates of automobile street and freeway capacity are much lower.
Speeds are higher due to the point-to-point nature of travel of private automobile travel.
Non Motorized Transport Capacity – For the purposes of contemplating urban transport networks
the authors believe it is also useful to think of non-motorized facilities and modes in a manner
similar to that offered by Vuchic. Bicycle and pedestrian travel facilities can be categorized into
three classes of right of way:
A: Fully controlled right of way with no grade crossings
B: Reserved right of way with grade crossings
C: Mixed traffic
The right of way influences travels speed and volumes in predictable ways as shown in Table 3.
Table 3
Estimated Pedestrian and Bicycle
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by Right of Way Class4
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Pedestrian
������
�����
Max Persons per Lane Hour
Speed (kph)
4
2.5
���� �
Bicycle
Max Persons per Lane Hour
6,000
Speed (kph)
18
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5,000
14

The illustrative
bicycle speeds and
volumes shown in
Table 3 lie within the
realm of street transit
as shown in Figure 5.
Pedestrian speeds and
volumes for an
exclusive reserved
lane approach the
speed and capacity of
street transit with
somewhat lower
speeds but higher
capacity than a
typical street bus
operation.
Transport Speed, Capacity and Urban Form - The discussion above demonstrates that all
transport modes tend offer the greatest speed and capacity when they are allowed to operate in a
homogenous environment where all vehicles sharing the travel lane(s) have similar maximum
speeds, acceleration and braking rates, maneuverability and stopping patterns. All modes tend to
offer more speed and capacity in fully controlled or reserved rights of way. Operation in mixed
traffic tends to lower speeds and hence capacity. However, the most sustainable, economic and
environmentally sensitive response to this circumstance is not the wholesale dedication of scarce
network space to the highest speed and highest capacity modes. Instead the authors suggest that a
balanced hierarchy of transport modes with supportive land use policies makes the best use of
scarce transport and environmental resources in the most economic manner.
All travel, including urban tripmaking, is generally onerous. Relatively few trips are made for the
simple joy of moving. Instead the demand for most trips is derived from basic human needs for
sustenance, income, education, health care, entertainment and association. The daily time available
for routine urban travel is limited. The “best” urban transport networks allow citizens to fulfill their
routine needs with the least amount of time devoted to travel. Keeping this concept in mind, it
useful to review Table 4 showing an illustrative range of distances and the numbers of person trips
per three meter lane that can be traveled in 30 minutes by various urban modes and right of way
configurations.

4

Replogle 1992., except Walk B. Walk B derived by authors for “typical” street using hypothetical values and the
methods outlined in the USDOT Highway Capacity Manual.
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Table 4
Illustrative 30 minute travel distances and person
volumes per 3-meter travel lane
Urban Freeway (LOS A)
Regional Rail
Motorbikes
Urban Freeway (LOS C)
Metro - Rail Rapid Transit
Uncongested urban street devoted to automobiles
Fully controlled busway
Urban arterial busway
Fully controlled Bikeway
Urban bus in traffic shared with private automobiles
Bicycles in mixed traffic
Fully controlled pedestrian way with no crossings
Wide urban sidewalk with street crossings

30-minute
travel
distance
(km)
50
30
25
25
20
15
15
10
9
7
7
2
1

Maximum
30-minute
travel volume
(person-trips)
350
6,000
2,000
1,000
20,000
1,250
20,000
10,000
3,000
6,000
2,500
5,900
2,650

The motorized modes clearly offer the most range within a 30 minute travel budget. The public
transport modes offer the highest travel volumes with more mature rail options narrowly nosing
ahead of emerging busway configurations. Non-motorized modes tend to offer the least range for
30 minutes of travel time but dominate private motorized modes with respect to volumes of person
trips that can be accommodated per lane-kilometer.
The magnitude of impacts on the natural environment tends to rise with the inverse of distance
traveled in the 30-minute window. Slower non-motorized modes tend to have the least adverse
impact on environmental quality while private motorized modes have the greatest effect. Shared
motorized modes tend to lie in a middle range.
Toward a Balanced, Sustainable Network - These considerations indicate that a balanced mix of
transport modes will satisfy the greatest range of travel demands by urban dwellers at the lowest
overall costs relative to street space, public investment and environmental degradation. Private
automobiles and high capacity rail systems clearly have a role for the economic development of
rapidly growing cities in Developing Asia. But the overall network must balance the “need for
speed” against the efficiencies available from tipping the land use patterns and transport networks to
favor the use of non-motorized and more flexible public transport modes such as bus rapid transit.
Fundamentally, we are all pedestrians. No degree of motorization eliminates the need for
pedestrian activity. Considering Table 4, the recommended hierarchy of land uses and supporting
transport network would ensure that most routine human needs (work, school, food, entertainment,
health care) could be satisfied within 10 km (30-minute travel budget) of most homes. Under this
circumstance, everyday reliance on the private automobile, motorbike and rail transit system could
be reduced. The urban building block would echo pre-industrial land forms, where a granular
network of general purpose “travelways” that favor bicycle and pedestrian use would feed a set of
busier streets shared with motorized traffic to reach segregated networks of arterials reserved for
motorized public transportation, bicycles and motorized traffic. Specific lanes and streets would be
reserved for surface transit, bicycles and private motorized transport. Modes with different speed
and performance regimes would be segregated allowing each to offer the greatest utility per lanekm.
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Relatively high levels of population density are required to make such a strategy economically
viable, favoring populations in the range of 1,930-5,405 persons per square kilometer (TCRP 90,
2003). These densities are generally satisfied in most cities of Developing Asia.
Ample secure facilities for the storage of bicycles at locations where travelers can transfer to transit
modes on reserved lanes would encourage the use of public transport and increase its operating
efficiency. Areas where travelers change modes between pedestrian and bicycle transport to
collective public transport should be focal points for more intense urban development. These
mobility hubs would facilitate the transfer between modes while allowing many personal and
consumer needs to be satisfied in a manner that is harmonious with overall transport network
performance. Within residential enclaves, motor vehicle speeds and volumes would be restricted by
various traffic calming techniques that make streets where people live conducive to a non-motorized
lifestyle without compromising their access to good jobs, education, health care and entertainment
necessary for economic growth and human fulfillment.
The path to this ideal will rely on incremental developments consistent with a general commitment
to a balanced transport policy and sustainable lifestyle. It will require considerable discipline to
resist powerful interests favoring the development of high performance networks for longer trips in
private motorized vehicles. While these high speed-high value trips are very important to most
economically powerful members of society and must be satisfied, these needs must be balanced
against the environmental and economic realties in urban life in the 21st century.
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